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 Abstract 
There is a category of stable non-baryonic dark matter particles in the 
universe at the present time: fermions or bosons with mass ~
! 
10"1eV . The 
existence of these do not contradict the dip phenomena of the ultra-high 
energy primary cosmic ray spectrum at ~
! 
1015eV  (”knee”) and ~
! 
1018eV  
(”ankle”), nor the existence of galaxies at large redshift 10~z . The mass 
scales sequence connected by a large number A , especially the superstructure 
scale, is helpful in the understanding of the Hubble constant and the 
cosmological constant. 
The second section (extension section) of this paper describes the extension  
of the mass scales sequence and new particles (u -particle, Planck particle, A -
particle, ! -particle…). This can be used to explore the state of matter with 
super-high density (much greater than nuclear density), inflation, lightest black 
hole (LBH) etc in the early universe. The inflation appears as a step by step 
fission process of black holes. Measuring the rate of change of the speed of 
light and the Planck constant h  at the present time year after year is an 
important step. Doing so can check whether the cosmological constant 
exists.  
       The third section of this paper is a summary. That describes and reviews 
the large number, the mass scales sequence, background particles, the 
evolution of the universe, critical energy, renormalization, and beyond SM 
(dark matter particles with low mass), especially for the finite universe.       
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To current knowledge, the stable elementary particles existing in nature 
are nucleon n  (mass 
! 
mn ), electron e , photon !  and neutrino 
! 
"  (
! 
"  can be put 
into the category of dark matter). Dark matter particles d (mass 
! 
md ) could be 
fermions f  with mass 
! 
mf  or bosons b  with mass 
! 
mb . Because e  and 
! 
"  make 
a small contribution to the total mass of the universe at the present time, we 
are confronted with a multi-component ( dn + ) universe, in which the typical 
mass scale is the solar mass !M . On the other hand, from the fundamental 
physical constants (except electric charge) the speed of light c , the 
gravitation constant G  and the Planck constant   
! 
h, a mass scale  
(Planck mass): 
  
! 
mpl ~
hc
G ~ 10
19GeV  can be deduced. First, we discuss the 
internal relations of 
! 
mpl , 
! 
mn , 
! 
md , and 
! 
M" .  
    When a star collapses into a neutron star, it can be simplified as a 
degenerate system composed of neutral nucleons (fermions). Inside the 
neutron star, the boundary momentum of fermions comes to the maximum 
value 
! 
mnc . At this time the total number of nucleons in the star with a 
volume of V  is 
  
! 
N = gVpo
3
6" 2h3
! 
[1], where 2=g and 
! 
po= 
! 
mnc . The neutron star mass 
is 
! 
M = Nmn, and the minimum mass of a black hole (BH) collapsed from a 
star is 
! 
Mstar ~ M . Since the classical black hole radius (CBHR) is 
! 
rstar ~
GMstar
c 2  
and the nucleon radius is 
  
! 
rn ~
h
mnc
,  
                             
! 
Mstar ~
mpl3
mn2
~ 100M"                                                        (1)  
This is the scale of the free stream scale (FSS) of nucleons at the early era of 
the universe. From Eq (1), 
! 
Mstar
mn
~ (mplmn
)3 , and  
                              
  
! 
mpl
mn
~ hcGmn2
" A                                                           (2) 
This is the large number used in this paper, 
! 
A ~ 1019, so  
                              
! 
Mstar
mn
~ A3, 
! 
rstar
rn
~ A                                                       (3) 
 From ,,Gc   
! 
h, a length scale (Planck length) 
  
! 
rpl ~
hG
c 3 ~
Gmpl
c 2  can be 
composed which also has the form of CBHR. Suppose a Planck particle,  
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which has mass 
! 
mpl  and radius 
! 
rpl  , then  
                                
! 
mn
mpl
~ A"1, 
! 
rn
rpl
~ A                                                       (4) 
That is to say, a nucleon can contain 
! 
~ 1057Planck particles (string 
phenomenology)
! 
[2] as a star can contain ~
! 
1057nucleons, but 
! 
mn << mpl . Why is 
! 
mn << mpl? With the aid of the large number A , the nucleon radius can be 
expressed in a CBHR form, 2
~
~
c
mGr nn , where 382 10~
~
A
G
G
= . This is just the 
right ratio of two nucleons’ strong interaction force to their gravitation 
interaction force. So, a nucleon is like a “strong BH” under a “strong 
gravitation” interaction with a “strong gravitation constant”G~ , and confines 
“strong signals”.  
      The main results discussed above can be summarized as follows:  
            radius            mass                 CBHR                 FSS  
                                  
! 
mn  
            
! 
rpl                   
! 
mpl = Amn            
! 
rpl ~
Gmpl
c 2  
           
! 
rn = Arpl                                      2
~
~
c
mGr nn  
           
! 
rstar = A2rpl         
! 
Mstar = A3mn        
! 
rstar ~
GMstar
c 2          
! 
mpl3
mn2
~ Mstar           
From this table, one could infer that the next mass scale is 
! 
MF = A4mn ~ 1019M" , which is the superstructure scale in the universe
! 
[3]"[8]. 
In a ( dn + ) universe, the scale of 
! 
MF  may also have a connection with 
another FSS, 
! 
MF ~
mpl3
md2
. From the equations 
! 
MF = A4mn ~ 1019M"  and  
! 
MF ~
mpl3
md2
, we can obtain 
! 
md ~ A"0.5mn ~ 10"1eV . This means that the mass of 
non-baryonic dark matter particles (NBDMP) is in an 
! 
10"1eV order of 
magnitude. Thus, there is a sequence of mass scales from micro-cosmos to 
macro-cosmos: 
! 
A"1.5mpl , 
! 
A"1mpl , 
! 
A2mpl , and 
! 
A3mpl , corresponding to the mass 
scales of dark matter particles, nucleons, stars and superstructures 
respectively.  
     We shall now directly calculate the mass and state of NBDMP to check 
the above deduction about the mass of NBDMP and the sequence of mass  
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scales. If the NBDMP is dominant in the universe at the present time, the 
direct calculation can be simplified and done for a one-component universe 
composed of NBDMP only. First, we can suppose that the NBDMP are 
stable and weakly interacting massive fermions (
! 
f ) and calculate the mass 
! 
mf , as well as the state parameters (chemical potential 
! 
µ f and temperature  
! 
Tf ) of f -particles using three equations. Under the standard cosmological 
model and the non-relativistic condition, the state equation is
! 
[1] 
 
                   
  
! 
" f =
gmf
5
2 (kTf )
3
2
2
1
2# 2h3
ZdZ
exp(Z $ %) +1o
&
' =( f h2"c                                   (5) 
where g  is the variety number of f -particles, 
! 
" #
µ f
kTf
. The critical density of 
the universe is 
! 
"c=
! 
3H1002
8"G (1+ z)
3, 
! 
H100 =100km " sec#1
! 
"Mpc#1, 
! 
h = HoH100
 (
! 
z  is red 
shift). The evolutionary equation of temperature is 
                    22
00 )1( z
cm
TkT
T
f
f
f +!" #
$ = 2
00
~
cm
TTk
f
f !                                                 (6)  
where 
! 
T" 0  is the microwave background temperature,   
! 
T" 0 = 2.7oK . 
! 
Tf 0  is the 
f -particles temperature when 
! 
mf = 0. 200 )1(
~ z
T
T ff +!= "
. 
! 
"  Is a 
phenomenological parameter representing non-relativity, 
! 
kT" 0
mfc 2
# $ #1. The 
third equation is in relation to the superstructure of the universe mentioned 
above. In the last decade some reports related to the very large scale 
structure (superstructure) in the universe were published
! 
[3]"[7]. Specifically, 
reports about the periodic superstructure
! 
[6],[7] enlightened us. We think the 
formation of such structure may be related to the gravitation and the 
hydrodynamic effect in cosmic medium. Since the scale of the superstructure 
has been 1% - 10% of the present horizon, it is appropriate to adopt the 
sound velocity 
! 
vs in cosmic medium: 
! 
vs= cc 1.001.0 ! . 
                      ! !
" "
+#+#
$=
0 0
2/3
1)exp(
/
1)exp(9
10
%% Z
dZZ
Z
dZZ
m
kT
v
f
f
s cc 1.001.0~ !      (7) 
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From the three equations, we can obtain the results
! 
[9]: 
                       
! 
vs = 0.01c " 0.1c  
                       
! 
mf =10"1 "10"2eV  
                       
! 
µ f =10"5 "10"4eV  
                      
! 
"Tf =10#3 #10#2    
! 
oK   
                      
! 
" =101 #102  
for 0=z  and 
! 
w " g
# f h2
=1 ~ 80. The above values of 
! 
"  means that the f -
particles are in a degenerate state. Under the degenerate  
 
approximation, we have 
  
! 
mf4 =
2" 2
3
1
2
#
h3$c
wvs3
, 
! 
µ f =
3
2mfvs
2; 2
0
0
~ cm
kT
T
T
ff
f !" . So, the 
values of 
! 
mf  has nothing to do with 
! 
z , and is not sensitive to the parameters 
g , f! , h  (
! 
mf "w
#
1
4 ).  
Because the periodic superstructures in the universe
! 
[6],[7] can be described 
by Jeans length 
! 
"J ~
vs
G# f
~ 102Mpc
! 
[6], the concrete value of 
! 
vs
c  at 
! 
z = 0 in an 
equivalent homogeneous universe is: 
! 
vs
c ~
"J
rH
~ 0.01, where 
! 
rH  is the present 
horizon. From the above results of calculation, 
! 
mf  is indeed 
! 
~ 10"1eV .  
     But, the maximum scale of superstructures from observations is 
! 
~ 103Mpc
! 
[6], corresponding to a typical mass scale 
! 
MF  mentioned above. The 
superstructures appeared during the H-decoupling when 
! 
mf ~ 10"1eV . Once a 
superstructure has broken away from the cosmic expansion, the inner 
environment is like a quasi-static universe. Thus, celestial bodies with 
different scales originating from various cosmic perturbations were speedily 
produced in the superstructure
! 
[8].  In the formation of celestial bodies, one of 
the essential conditions is that the particles of cosmic medium must be in a 
non-relativistic state with an average thermal velocity 
! 
v ~ vs ~ 0.1c . From  
Eq (6) and Eq (7), we know at this time z  is 10~ , and may be near the time 
that superstructures broke away from the cosmic expansion. So, the 
existence of stable NBDMP with mass 
! 
~ 10"1eV is not in contradiction with 
the recent report about the existence of galaxies at large redshift 
! 
z ~ 10
! 
[10]. 
Another way to calculate the matter state of the f -particle is to substitute 
the evolutionary equation of temperature, Eq (6), with the concrete     
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chemical potential value of the f -particle. According to the iso-entropic 
hypothesis of the evolution of the universe, the entropy per f -particle (S/N) 
is a constant: 
            
! 
S /N=
! 
k
3 "{ Z
3
2 (Z + 2mfc
2
kTf
)
3
2 dZ
exp(Z # $) +1o
%
&  
                      +
! 
3 (Z + mfc
2
kTf
) Z(Z + 2mfc
2
kTf
)
o
"
# (Z $ %)dZexp(Z $ %) +1} 
                      
! 
÷
dZ
exp(Z " #) +1o
$
% & (Z +
mfc 2
kTf
) Z(Z + 2mfc
2
kTf
)  
Under relativistic condition, S/N = 
! 
k
3 "
4J3 # 3J2 " $
J2
. However, under non-
relativistic condition, NS /  =
2/1
2/12/3 35
3 J
JJk !"#
" , where 
! 
Ja "
ZadZ
exp(Z # $) +1o
%
& . 
On the other hand, there are typically two situations for 
! 
µ f
! 
[11] under 
relativistic condition: the first is 
! 
" > 20 (degenerate state) and the second is 
! 
" = 0. From calculations we know that for 
! 
" > 20, the non-relativistic 
fermions created from relativistic fermions will still be close to a degenerate 
state. But for 
! 
" = 0, the value of non-relativistic fermions will become 
! 
" = #1.62  instead of zero when created from relativistic fermions. We can 
substitute such value of 
! 
"  for the evolutionary equation of temperature and 
obtain the approximate expressions of 
! 
mf ,Tf , and 
! 
µ f :  
)exp(
)
3
10( 3
3
2
3
4
!
"#
$
=
s
c
f wv
m h , 
k
vm
T sff
2
5
3
= , 2
5
3
sff vm
!
µ = . Based of the value of 
62.1!="  and the parameter ranges as before, the calculated values of fm and 
| fµ | are approximately unchanged.  
If the NBDMP are bosons, all of the approximate equations and results 
for f -particles with negative chemical potential are still suitable for b -
particles since the chemical potential of bosons are negative. However, the 
subscript f  must be substituted by b , and the term ]1)[exp( +! "Z  must be 
substituted by ]1)[exp( !! "Z . When 0=bµ , b -type dark matter particles will 
have a minimum mass eV
wv
m
s
c
b
14
1
3
3
10~)77.4( !=
"h , and is different from the 
ordinary axions.  
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 To summarize: (1) There is a category of stable NBDMP in the  
universe at the present time, which is related to the superstructure of the 
universe. These particles are fermions or bosons. In both cases, we deduced 
that the particle mass is eV110~ ! and the absolute value of its chemical 
potential is eV110!<< . These results are not in contradiction with the 
existence of galaxies at large red shift 10~z , nor with the dip phenomena of 
the ultra-high energy primary cosmic ray spectrum at eV1510~  (”knee”) 
corresponding to fermion NBDMP and at eV1810~  (”ankle”) corresponding 
to boson NBDMP. (2) This paper is consistent with our previous 
works ]13[],12[],8[ . If the NBDMP with mass eV110~ ! do exist in the universe, 
they can be used to explain the large scale stream ]8[  and the filament ]12[ in the 
universe, as well as the flatness of the rotational velocity distribution in 
spiral galaxies ]13[ . (3) If the f -particles are neutrinos, the neutrino mass is 
also eV110~ ! ]14[  since the value of fm is not sensitive to parameter f! . (4) If 
the superstructure scale FM  indeed exists in the universe, the cosmology 
principle must be based on superstructures. Therefore, the observed value of 
the Hubble constant oH and the cosmological constant !must take into 
consideration the influence of the superstructure FM . That is to say, the 
value of !  from the data about the SNe Ia ]15[ could still be equal to zero ]16[ . (5) 
The concept of large number was introduced by P.A.M.Dirac ]17[ . In this paper 
the large number A  connects microcosms with macrocosms by a sequence of 
mass scales, and also contributes to probe the precise structure of nucleon ]2[ .  
(6) Under the framework of this paper, there is no possibility for stable 
NBDMP with heavy mass as the dominant component of the universe at the 
present time. If heavy mass NBDMP exist in the halo region of our galaxy by a 
violent relaxation process, why would our galaxy be a spiral galaxy instead of 
an elliptical galaxy? If these heavy particles (perhaps SUSY particles) are 
not recognized in the experiments during the next decade (as the present status 
about 17 keV neutrinos or monopoles), the NBDMP discussed in this paper and 
the cold universe will be progressively researched again ]18[ . 
————————————————- 
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Extension 
 
We have left the content of the original paper (the above section, i.e. arXiv: 
astro-ph/9909321v1) unchanged, and make extensions below for contrast. 
 
 
Starting Point 
(1) The universe is evolving and the space-time background (vacuum 
background) is also evolving. We can arrive at an energy scale of the 
universe at a universe time univt  in a laboratory, but we can’t produce the 
space-time background of that time univt . In the laboratory, there only is 
the present space-time background. 
(2) The homogeneous  and  isotropic  cosmological    principle    is an 
approximation. The explanation of the expansion of the universe is based 
on this principle. Any two points in the universe do not always reflect 
this expansion: two points located in the same galaxy, for example. We 
must correctly select a set of representative points, which approximately 
satisfy the cosmological principle. For example, the representative point 
is a SN Ia, a galaxy, a cluster of galaxies, a superstructure etc. Different 
types of representative points make up different sets, different sets reflect 
the same universe. We cannot be sure if from different sets we can 
obtain the same Hubble constant 0H  ,  the same regression parameter 0q , 
and the same cosmological constant ! , etc.                                 
To satisfy the cosmological principle, the universe essentially 
appears as a set of representative points. There is no “continuity” concept 
in physical cosmology and no singularity at the beginning of the 
universe. 
(3) The transparent process (hydrogen decoupling process) of the universe is 
not an instantaneous and accurate process, but is a long and complex one. 
We cannot be sure if the anisotropy of CMB is from the quantum 
perturbations in the early universe. It is more likely to be from the 
gravitational instability process around hydrogen decoupling epoch 
( eV10 1010 !! ) in a multi-components universe composed by some types 
of stable massive elementary particles. 
(4) The particles in particle physics are so lengthy and jumbled, but the 
stable massive particles are simple. The stable massive particles for  
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“bright” matter are electron e  and proton p . The stable massive particles 
for dark matter are neutrino !  with mass ~ eV110! and delta particle !  
with mass ~ eV010 (Ref {1}). 
(5) We know a little of the states of matter, which has density that is larger 
than nucleus density nucl! . In the early universe, the density of the 
universe univ!  is much greater than nucl!  ( nucluniv !! >> ). At that time the 
length scale of the universe is r , the energy scale is !
r
1  and the 
momentum scale is !
cr
11
! . Therefore, 
cr
r 11 !!"h , and  
 
.constc =h                                              {1} 
 
(6) The speed of light is not a global physical quantity. It is dependent on 
local space-time background (vacuum background), ),( univunivtcc != . The 
constancy of the speed of light is an approximation.  
At the early epoch of the universe nucluniv !! >> , the speed of light 
actually represents the transfer speed of interactions. From Eq (1), if 
!c ~! , we have !h ~0 , then .const
G
cmpl ==
h  and != 3c
Grpl
h ~0 . 
         
 
 
The extension of mass scales sequence 
From the above original paper, we have a sequence of mass scales from 
micro-cosmos to macro-cosmos: plmA 5.1! , plmA 1! , plmA2 , and plmA3 , 
corresponding to the mass scales of neutrinos, protons, stars, and 
superstructures respectively. From Ref {1}, we have two extensions of mass 
scales: plcr mAM 4~  and plu mAM 5~ . 
crM  is the total mass of the universe with length scale of starcr rR ~  at time 
crt , when the density of the universe ( univ! ) is cr! . If we suppose that 
.2 constc
univ =
!  for univ! > cr! , our universe will naturally have an inflation stage 
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and have a minimum radius uR ~ crGc !/  without singularity at the 
beginning of time }1{ . 
uM  is the total mass of our universe, i.e. the mass of the “u particle” }1{  
with length scale of pu rR ~  and mass scale of plu mAM 5~ . Cosmic ring }2{  
may reflect the traces of u -particles collision. So, our universe may be finite. 
 
 
A-particle   
From Planck mass 
G
cmpl
h
= , Planck length 3c
Grpl
h
= , and 
h
2
1
2
1
=!! plpl rcm , we can suppose that there is a Planck particle (Pl-particle) 
with mass plm , radius plr , and spin  h2
1 . Since 
cm
r
p
p
h~ , then A
r
r
pl
p ~ . It 
means that a proton includes 3A  “Planck particles” with effective mass 
Am ~ gA
mp 81
3 10~
!  each, which is the most elementary particle and can be 
named A -particle (it is a compound particle or string) with mass scale Am , 
length scale Ar ~ plr , and compound spin h2
1  (Ref {3}). When the density of 
the universe !"~univ# , Ar ~ 0~!plr , which is related to the state of matter 
in the universe with super-high density ( nucluniv !! >> ). 
From the extension of mass scales sequence, we know our universe (a 
“u  particle”) includes 3A  stars, a star includes 3A  protons, a proton includes 
3A  A -particles. 
 
                                                           
! -particles and Beyond SM  
We had a “Twofold Standard Model Diagram” }1{  to satisfy the multi-
components universe composed by four types of stable massive elementary 
particles ( !" ,,, pe ), which can be used to explain the CMB angular power 
spectrum (Ref {1}) measured by WMAP etc. Also, the !  particles can be a 
new energy source (Ref {4}).                                                  
The “Twofold Standard Model Diagram” is as follows: 
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±We
Z
gbsd
tcu
e
!µ
"""
#
!µ
0         
Wppp
Z
gbsd
Gtcu
!!!!
!!!!
!!!!
!!!
"""
 
 
The speed of photon !  is c . The speed of graviton G  is c! . We suppose that 
LBLB !=! , then LLBB !=! . 
From this model we know: (1) there are new interactions in the right section, 
nuclear force is different from color force between quarks and directly  
connects to the gravitational interaction, (2) there is cosmic gravitational  
wave background (CGB) in the universe, and GZK-limit }5{ will be increased  
by two orders of magnitude, and (3) if there exist 0! " , +!" , !"#  particles and  
decay products of ...,, Gpp , there would exist heavy electron with mass  
TeV010 . 
 
 
The diagram of mass scales sequence in the universe 
From above descriptions, we can have a diagram for the mass scales 
sequence in the universe as follows  
 
plm  
       (super-heavy particle) plmA 5.0!       plmA 1+  (lightest black hole) 
          (proton)   plmA 1!                     plmA 2+  (star) 
  (neutrino)   plmA 5.1!                                 plmA 3+  (superstructure) 
plmA
2!  (super-light particle)        <multi-fold SM>         plmA 4+ (critical status, inflation) 
 plmA 5.2!                                                                            plmA 5+ (u-particle) 
      .                                                                .      
      .                                                                . 
 plmA 4!  (A-particle)                                                    plmA 8+   
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On the left side of the diagram are the mass scales of stable particles in 
micro-cosmos. On the right side are the corresponding mass scales  
of celestial bodies in macro-cosmos. A type of stable particles with mass  
scale =nm pl
n
mA 2
!
 corresponds to a type of celestial bodies with mass scale 
=nM pl
nmA , n = 0, 1, 2, 3… 
For 1=n , we have plAmM ~1 starMA 1~ ! . If these celestial bodies have a 
length scale prR ~1 , they are the lightest black holes ( 31 ~ pcr rM ! ). The 
corresponding stable particle has a mass of eVmAm pl 185.01 10~~ ! . For 2=n , 
starpl MmAM ~~
2
2  and ppl mmAm =!12 ~ . For n=3, starpl mAmAM !~~ 33  
represents the superstructure of the universe, and eVmAm pl 15.13 10~~ !!  
represents neutrino. When 4=n , 4M  is the mass of the universe in a critical 
status ( cruniv !! = , crMM =4 ). 1344 ~~ MAmAM pl  and 
=4R pstarcr rArR !~~ 1~ RA !  means that, at this time, our universe includes 3A  
lightest black holes (LBH). Then, the LBH were merged and collapsed to a 
“u particle”, which has mass scale plu mAMM != 55 ~  and length scale 
15 ~~ RrR p . It is obvious that the inverse process from 5M  to 4M  is exactly 
the inflation process of the universe. So, the inflation is a step by step fission 
process of black holes and the CMB has a fine grain structure. For 0=n , we 
have plmMm == 00 . This is a particle and a celestial body. We can look for 
that at the present time. 
 
 
Measuring c  and h  year after year     
The universe is evolving; space-time (vacuum background) is also 
evolving. Thus, the fundamental physical constants ( ...,ch ) are naturally 
evolving. We have .constc =!h  At the early epoch of the universe 1=! . After 
the universe transparency, 3!"# . 
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The Planck length plr  does not represent the original scale of the                                                           
universe. It reflects the time-space lattice scale 0!  and the length scale  
Ar  of the most elementary particle: Apl rr ~~ 0! (Ref {3}). At the early epoch 
of the universe (between 4R  and 5R ) these scales are also evolving with 
cosmic scale R ( 0! ! !R ), we have 4=! ; after the universe transparency, 
0!" . Thus, !
"
2
3+
#
$ cR , 
R
R
c
c !
=
!
" , ! 0
3
2
<
+
!=
"
# ; 
c
c!
"=
!
#
h
h .  
                                                                                                                                                                                               
The evolution of h (since then the Rydberg constant) directly influences  
the value of cosmological redshift for all celestial bodies. Both of c  and h  
make contributions to the “abnormal” redshift z!  of SN Ia, which has an  
approximate expression for small redshift )3(~ !"#"# z
c
cz . As an example, 
for 1~z  and 2.0~z! , we have %2~
c
c! . In consideration of the influence of  
large redshift and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 
c
c! will be ~ %1 .   
Let the speed of light at the present time is 0c . The rate and the value of 
change for 0c  are 000 ~ cHdt
dc
!!"  and tcHc !"""! 000 ~ # . We suggest 
measuring them year after year, and check whether 00 <
dt
dc  or not. Then, we 
can also check whether the cosmological constant exists. 
 
                                                         
Some Experiments and observations are suggested 
[1] To search for new particles in the desert area.  
[2] Year after year, accurately measuring the value of c  and h . 
[3] Measuring the gravitational signal propagation speed c! , check  
GZK-limit. 
[4] Measuring the annihilation signals of dark matter particles ( ,! ! ).                                                      
[5] Measuring cosmic ultra-high energy electrons and positrons related 
to cosmic !  particles.  
[6] Measuring the antineutrino and neutrino propagation speed difference. 
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                                        Summary 
 
                                          
Large number and mass scales sequence 
In our universe, the fundamental physical constants are the speed of light c , the 
gravitation constant G , and the Planck constant h ; the fundamental block of the mass is 
the most stable baryon proton with mass pm  and radius pr  ( cm
r
p
p
h~ ). From c , G ,   
! 
h , 
we have 
Planck mass 
  
! 
mpl ~
hc
G ~ 10
19GeV              (1) 
Planck length 
  
! 
rpl ~
hG
c 3 ~
Gmpl
c 2                  (2) 
then                    Large Number 1910~~~
pl
p
p
pl
r
r
m
m
A             (3) 
The mass scales sequence of the universe was suggested twenty years ago ]1[ , now it can 
have the diagram as follows ]2[ : 
                                 00 Mm =  
                                1m      1M  
                             2m         2M  
                              3m            3M  
                             4m               4M  
                            5m                  5M  
                           6m                     6M  
                          7m                        7M  
                         8m                           8M  
 
On the left side of the diagram are the mass scales of stable particles in micro-cosmos:  
=nm pl
n
mA 2
!
, n = 0, 1, 2 ...                      (4) 
                      (with length scale nr ) 
                                     
On the right side are the corresponding mass scales of celestial bodies in macro-cosmos: 
=nM pl
nmA , n = 0, 1, 2, 3…                    (5) 
(with length scale nR  and density n! ) 
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For n=0, plmMm == 00  
For n=1, plmAm
5.0
1
!= eV1810~  (critical energy ]3[],2[ ) 
              plmAM !=1  (lightest black hole - LBH
]2[ ) 
For n=2, ppl mmAm ==
!1
2  (proton) 
     starppl MmAmAM ===
32
2  (star) 
For n=3, eVmmAmAm ppl
15.05.1
3 10~
!!! === "  (neutrino) 
               starpl MAmAM !==
3
3  (superstructure
]10[]3[ ! ) 
For n=4, plmAm
2
4
!=  
               1
34
4 MAmAM pl ==  (end of inflation) 
For n=5, plmAm
5.2
5
!=  
               ustarpl MMAmAM =!==
35
5  (u-particle
]2[],11[ , the beginning of inflation) 
              . 
              . 
              . 
For n=8, Appl mmAmAm ===
!! 34
8 (A-particle
]2[],12[ , the most elementary particle) 
               upl MAmAM !==
38
8  (original universe) 
 
From above diagram, there is a main mass sequence in the universe: 
85228 MMMmm !!!!  
i.e. pA mAm =!
3 ; starp MAm =!
3 ; ustar MAM =!
3 ; 8
3 MAMu =! . 
 
It is obvious that the large number ]1[],15[]12[ !  “ A ” plays a important role in both  
micro-cosmos and macro-cosmos as a fundamental physical constant. In cosmology, the 
fundamental physical constants are pmcG ,,, h  or AcG ,,, h . 
 
For n=0,1,2 that represent the fundamental blocks in the universe: 
n=0, plmM =0 , plrR =0 ~ 0! ; 0!  reflects the fundamental block of space-time
]12[],2[ ; 
n=1, LBHpl MmAM =!=1 , it is the fundamental block of the early universe
]2[ ; 
n=2, starpl MmAM ==
2
2 , it is the fundamental block of the visible universe. 
 
For n=3,4,…8 that represent the evolution of the universe before H-decoupling; and  
from 5R  to 8R  all have a minimum radius minr
]2[],3[  ( min8765 rRRRR ==== ). 
4m , 5m , 6m , 7m , 8m  are background particles, in the distant future they become 
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non-relativistic particles and will cluster and collapse to the lumps with mass 4M ,  
5M , 6M , 7M , 8M  respectively. Our universe is like one of such lumps. It is obvious that 
the Superstructures 3M  are the intermediate station in the evolution process of the 
universe. 3M -superstructures are latent and in taking shape structures, but they speed up 
the formation of the sub level celestial bodies ]5[ . 
 
 
Critical energy crE , Renormalization, and TOE 
The density of the universe is univ! . If we suppose that .2 constc
univ =
!
 for univ! > cr! , our 
universe will naturally have an inflation stage ]3[ .                                
[ .2 constc
=
!  for cr!! > ] means that there is a minimum radius minr
]2[],3[  for all  
 
black holes. We have                                  
                                       crGcr !"/~min                                    (6) 
and the mass of LBH    GcrM LBH /~
2
min !                                  (7) 
Suppose                         prr =min                                                   (8) 
Then                              1
2 /~ MmAGcrM plpLBH =!=!            (9) 
Since plrR =0  and plrAR !=
2
2 , we adopt plrAR !=1 pr= . So the 1M  represents LBH 
indeed, and crR
M
!! ~~ 3
1
1
1 . 
From eqs (6), (7), (8)      pcr A !! "
2~   and   3~
p
p
p r
m
! .           (10)                             
The energy scale at 4R  is ~crE  eV
1810 , which is like the cutoff of renormalization. At 
crE , when LBH are produced, the boundaries of elementary particles are disappeared. 
Without skin, the hairs adhere where? So, the interacted fields are also disappeared 
(unified). We will confront five back ground particles: 45678 ,,,, mmmmm . This is the 
TOE in a new manner. 
We can select different minr  and different n-sequence. For example plrr =min , 
n= 2,
2
3,1,
2
1,0 …8, but the frame of the results is not change. 
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Dark matter particles with low mass 
The diagram of mass scales sequence is like a “mass tree”. The diagram of different SM 
of particle physics is like “pods” (with symmetry) on the tree.                                   
We suggest Dual Standard Model ]11[  diagram as follow: 
±We
Z
gbsd
tcu
e
!µ
"""
#
!µ
0         
Wppp
Z
gbsd
Gtcu
llll
lll
!!!!
!!!! """
 
Where u l  c l  t l  d l  s l  b l are lept-quarks, g l  is lept-gluon, G  is graviton. WZ !!,  are the 
gauge bosons about a new type of interaction related to !  particles. The  
speed of photon !  is c . The speed of graviton G  is c! . 
We also suggest Two-fold Standard Model ]3[ :                                                    
±We
Z
gbsd
tcu
e
!µ
"""
#
!µ
0         
Wppp
Z
gbsd
Gtcu
!!!!
!!!!
!!!!
!!!
"""
 
In these models particle!"  and particle!"  are dark matter particles with low mass 
( eVeV 10 1010 !! ) ]11[ . During the cooling process of LBH (and also of the collision fire 
ball in laboratory), if a lot of electrons create before protons, the Dual SM is priority. 
 
                         
Finite universe 
(1) GRBs Ring, multi-components universe and pancake. 
Recently it was reported a giant ring-like structure with a diameter of 1.7 Gpc 
displayed by GRBs ]16[ . This giant ring can be explained by pancake process in a                                                                
(B+! ) two components superstructure ]4[ , eVm 110~ !" , and our universe is 
inhomogeneous. 
(2) CMB cold spot                                
The report about CMB cold spot is for a long time ]18[],17[ . One of the possible explains 
is our universe is finite and the earth is not at the center. If it is so, we can see the 
CMB anisotropy spectrums of cold semi-sphere is different to that of hot semi-sphere. 
And the peaks of CMB anisotropy spectrum may reflect the mass spectrum of !  and 
!  particles. 
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